


WARNING: 
READ BEFORE USING YOUR SEGA 

UIDEO GAME SYSTEM 
A very small percentage of individuals may experience 

epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or 
flashing lights. Exposure to certain patterns or backgrounds 

on a television screen or while playing video games may 
induce an epileptic seizure in these individuals. Certain 
conditions may induce previously undetected epileptic 

symptoms even in persons who have no history of prior 
seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your family, has an 
epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing. 

If you experience any of the following symptoms while 
playing a video game - dizziness, altered vision, eye or 
muscle twitches, loss of awareness, disorientation, any 

involuntary movement, or convulsions - 
IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your physician 
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INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE 

Scenario 

In the year 2051, 

planet Bodor is a 

dark and 

forbidding place.. 
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mined by the Corporations. The Corporations take what they 
need from the planet, leaving toxic and barren wastelands 
behind. The few areas which haven't been mined yet are 
fiercely guarded, both against invasion from other Corpora¬ 
tions, and from unwelcome settlers. 

For a select few, the dark and polluted planet provides an 
appropriate backdrop for their dark dealings, a place from 
which their wealth allows escape to neighboring planets 
whenever necessary. For the general masses, Bodor provides 
a hellish life, with little protection from the toxic atmosphere. 
In the cities, life is hard. The vast majority of the population 
live in barely habitable buildings, where disease spreads like 
wildfire. These circumstances, and the fact that poverty is a 
way of life for most people, makes armed assaults and 
robberies commonplace. 

Away from the cities and away from the Corporations’ 
tyrannical rule, there is no work to be found, no food to eat, 
only polluted water to drink, and absolutely no protection 
from the harsh radiation of the sun and atmosphere. This, 
coupled with the hostility of the corporations towards 
trespassers on ‘Corporate-owned’ land, almost guarantees 
that life away from the cities is certain death. 

In the midst of this oppression, two Corporations dominate 
the battle to achieve premier status in the business world, to 
become the company commonly known as Corp 1. The 
raging corporate war between Cybertech, Inc. and Axiom had 
long been at the center of public awareness. Cybertech did 
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: merely players. Their only 



CHAPTER I 
Argen Stark stared blankly out of his office window over the 
sprawling metropolis that lay before him, only half listening 
to his so-called right-hand man’s latest scheme. The yellow¬ 
ish-brown pallor of the sky, combined with soot-streaked 
buildings painted a picture of a city in despair. On the other 
side of the city, barely visible through the smog, Stark could 

“Doctor,” greeted Stark. He recognized the Doctor immi 

responsible for the development of all of their major 
projects. A university graduate, he joined Cybertech as s 
as he had graduated, hand picked by Korsby. 



not the case now. My research has made tremendous 
progress in the last few weeks. It’s now at the point where 
may be useful to someone such as yourself...” 

“Continue, Doctor.” 

Knowles obliged. “Incredible though it may seem, I ha\ 
my disposal the technology to get you inside a living hui 
body. Not literally, of course, but we can place an entire 
platoon of military devices and a roomful of computer 
equipment within a space no larger than a few cubic mill 

“I have built certain devices which, when miniaturized, ca 
be injected into Korsby’s body where some -1 call them V 
Capsules - will seek out certain targets. Most importantly, 
one device in particular is targeted for his brain. This spec 
device is called Grey M, an intelligent droid which, when 
miniaturized and injected into a body, finds the nerve cent 
and attaches itself to it. Once attached, Grey M is able to 
intercept the pulses from the brain and replace them with 
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“Grey M will allow us to receive impulses from Korsby’s body 
and either act on them or ignore them, as we choose. We’ll also 
be able to intercept commands from his brain and decide whether 
to let them pass - if they’re standard bodily functions such as 
breathing, blinking and so on - or replace them with our own 
instructions. We, or rather you, sir, will have complete control of 
the man, and neither he nor his subordinates will suspect a 
thing.” 

Silence filled the massive office. 





Stark frowned, “I’m still not convinced. There are too many 
unknown elements.” 

Karver cleared his throat to begin speaking, startling the 
already jumpy Dr. Knowles. “Sir, in three days’ time, 
Korsby is being admitted to hospital to have a tissue regen¬ 
eration operation. We can arrange for Dr. Knowles to carry 
out the surgery. Dr. Knowles will then have the opportunity 
to plant the miniaturized devices for us. Once inside Korsby, 
the devices will establish themselves in the proper areas in 
the body within minutes. With all the devices in place, we 
will have complete control of the president of Cybertech. 
Even if we only have time to make one or two decisions or to 
sign a few documents before we are discovered, it could be 
sufficient to bring about the fall of the Cybertech dynasty. A 
few hours as head of the Corp could be invaluable to Axiom. 
The opportunity is too good to miss.” 

A faint beep from Stark’s desk interrupted the ensuing 
silence. 

Stark went back behind his desk and glanced at his data 
console for a few moments. He then sat back in his volumi¬ 
nous chair, reclining it slightly. He stared at Karver, then at 

the Doctor. “Gentlemen, I have made my decision. Proceed. 
Obviously, this mission is to be kept absolutely top secret. 
There must be no way I can be connected with this venture. 
If you fail, expect absolutely no support from me. Doctor, I 
expect an update tomorrow at 11.” 

Stark opened the office door with a curt wave, and turned his 
attention to his data console. 

Dismissed, Karver and Knowles left Stark’s cavernous office 
to finalize their plans... 



CHAPTER II 
Cybertech’s Corporate Medical Wing for just over five years. 
His lack of promotion was not so much due to his lack of 
ability, but more to his general disinterest. However, he was 
quite happy with his lot in life, or at least that’s what he kept 

Late for duty as usual, he was still trying to get his arm into 
the sleeve of his sterile overall as he read through the duty 
roster. What thrilling encounters were in store for him 
today? 

10:30. Theater 12. Tissue Regeneration. 
Medical Team: 

Senior Surgeon: Dr. R. Knowles 
Assistant Surgeon: Dr. A. Wood 
Anesthetist: F. Clerkson 
CRN: A. Lopez 
Auxiliary CRN: N. Slater 

Slater’s usual pace through the hospital corridors was a flat 
out run. He made it to theater three minutes late, with his 
sterile overall flapping behind him. 

Lopez was not impressed, but then she never was. 

Dr. Knowles entered. “Good Morning everyone.” 

“Good morning, Doctor.” chorused the staff. 

“Shall we begin?” asked Knowles 

“Begin??” thought Slater. “Begin what? All we do is watch 
machines and computers do all the work.” 

The prep table upon which Korsby was lying levitated, and 
carried him into the tubular operating module. The table slid 
back out with a whisper, leaving Korsby suspended amid the 
latest in medical technology. No expense was spared for 
Cybertech’s operating theater. The human role in modem 
medicine was mostly reduced to monitoring machines and 
activating the auxiliary systems in the rare event of some sort 
of computer or machine failure. 

The operation lasted less than a minute and proceeded 
without complication. Korsby’s anaesthetized body was soon 
lying back on the prep table waiting to be returned to his 
private hospital suite. The call went out to the porters, and 
the medical team disappeared into the vast complex of 
squeaky-clean corridors to go about their other business of 

Slater was about to enter the hospital’s cafeteria when he 
realized he’d left his theater cap behind. To be found in 
theater without the proper attire was a dismissable offense, 
and Slater had another op to attend this morning. No prob¬ 
lem, he’d just go back and retrieve it. 

He returned to theater to find Knowles and two other men 
bending over the patient. Stopping by the doors, Slater 
watched, puzzled. They seem to be injecting Korsby with 
something. Slater watched, fascinated, as the mystery crew 
were using one of the old-fashioned syringes. Easing the 
theater’s swing doors closed. Slater left a small gap through 
which to survey the proceedings. 

“These devices will distribute themselves around Korby’s 
body automatically, and wait until we activate them. Now, 
give me the capsules.” The doctor was handed another 
syringe, which he carefully emptied into Korsby’s arm. 

Slater became concerned. Korsby should be in his suite by 
now, recuperating. Once an operation had been successfully 
completed, there should be no reason for the surgeon to 
return to the patient unless there were serious complications. 
And even then, a similar team of medics should be in atten¬ 
dance. The two men with Knowles didn’t look or behave 
like part of a medical team - in fact. Slater didn’t recognize 
either of them. 



“Perfect... these devices will begin their function as soon as 
they enter the bloodstream.” Knowles turned to one of his 
aides. “Grey M please...” After receiving yet another sy¬ 
ringe, he returned his attention to the patient. 

CHAPTER III 
Concerned by what he'd just witnessed but not sure what it 
all meant. Slater propped himself up against the smooth 
corridor wall and began to digest what he had seen. Whatever 
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Initialization 
Sequence 

There is no greater mistake 

than facing an enemy 

unprepared... 
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HANDLING YOUR SEGA CD 
1. This Microcosm CD is intended solely for use with 

the Sega CD System. 
2. Do not bend it, crush it or submerge it in liquids. 
3. Do not leave it in direct sunlight or near a radiator or 

other sources of heat. 
4. Be sure to take an occasional recess during extended 

play, to rest yourself and the Sega CD. 
5. KEEP YOUR CD CLEAN. Always hold by the 

edges and keep it in its case when not in use. Clean 
with a lint-free, soft dry cloth - wiping in straight 
lines from center to edge. Never use solvents or 
abrasive cleaners. 

STARTING MICROCOSM: 
1. Set up your Sega CD system according to the instruc¬ 

tion manual supplied with the system. Microcosm is 
programmed to take full advantage of the Sega CD 
System’s stereo capabilities, so hook your Sega CD 
up to a stereo to fully experience the awesome sound 
effects and soundtrack! 

2. Insert the control pad into number 1 port. 
3. Make sure that there is no cartridge in the slot on 

your Genesis. If there is, turn the power off to your 
system, and then remove the cartridge. Warning: 
Never insert or remove a cartridge from the 
console while the power supply is on! 

4. Follow the instructions provided with your system to 
open the CD drive and insert the CD onto the bed of 
the drive, making sure that the printed side face 
upwards. 

5. Close the drive following the instructions which 
came with your Sega CD System 

6. Press the START button to begin play. 
7. After a brief pause, you should see the Sega logo. If 

it fails to appear, turn the console off, make sure that 
it is set up correctly and turn the machine back on. 

8. To skip the introduction, press the START button 
until the Main Menu appears. 

This is where you’ll arrive after viewing the Introductio 
Sequence (or pressing START during the Introduction). 
Your options here are to Start the game, or to enter a Pt 
word. Move between the two options by pressing the l 
and DOWN D-BUTTONS. Make your selection by pr 
ing the START button on your control pad. 

Start - This will start your i 
your initial injection point. 

I be displayed which should be written down. The 
sword, which consists of symbols, should then be en 
tg this screen, to return to that section at a later date. 

symbol and left or right for the next -digit.’ Pressing 
START on the Control Pad enters the game at the sel< 
level. 



Mission 
Briefing 

The war for the Free Will 

of Tiron Korsby 

begins now... 
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MISSION OBJECTIVES 
You play the part of an elite Cybertech agent. Your objectives 
are simple: 

To clear the body of the ‘alien’ invasion 

To destroy the VO Capsules 
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THE BRAIN 
The human brain sets humans apart from the rest of the 
animal kingdom. It gives us the ability to reason, to commu¬ 
nicate with others, to learn and to remember. 

The brain is the body’s central processor which controls 
every thought and most movement. Information from all 
parts of the body is carried by sensory nerves to the brain, 
where it is integrated with direct input from external senses. 

The adult brain weighs about three pounds, has a highly 
wrinkled appearance, and contains some ten billion nerve 

Grey M is located within this area. This final region can only 

Grey M from becoming aware of the agent's actions, and 
taking retaliatory measures. 



H
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PORTALS 
Once docked with a portal, an agent can walk to the Airlock 
(by pressing on the UP, LEFT or RIGHT D-BUTTONS), 
where he or she will be transported at high speed along a 
connection tube to the specified area of the body. In order to 

mission, Cybertech’s scientists have implanted 
n Korsby’s body. Once docked with a portal, an 
dk to the Airlock, where he or she will be 
it high speed along a connection tube to the 

Vehicle 
Technical 

Details 
An armada of 

war machines 

that will fit 

on a pin... 



VEHICLE TECHNICAL DETAILS 
Throughout the mission the agent will be provided with the 
most appropriate vehicle for the region he or she is currently 
in. The appropriate vehicle will be provided when you arrive 
at your target Portal. 

The vehicles used are: 

SPOOK SERIES 4 POD 

SPOOK Series 4 POD 
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HUNTER KILLER RS-18 
The Hunter Killer was brought into service in 2045 and was 
designed as a one-man chase craft. Due to its diminutive size 
it is capable of higher speeds than any other model in the fleet 
and carries enough fire power to destroy a ship over twenty 

Origin : 
Type: 
Displacement: 

Dimensions : 

Maximum Diving depth : 

Crew: 
Number in Class: 

Cybertech Incorporated 
Manned-missile Submersible 
Surfaced 102 tons. Submerged 
148 tons 
24' x 8' x 6.5' 
S-422 Caterpillar 
548' 
Twin cannons, 16 by 16 
high-impulse 
One 
Twelve in service 
2045 to present day. 

During this mission, the Hunter Killer is used where speed 



Background 
Detail 

Information 

on the solar system, 

and the family of planets... 





OUIDA is the sixth planet from the sun 
Mean distance from the sun: 560,856,000 km 
Diameter:. 142.897 km 
Rotation period (in Bodor timescale) 11.9 days 
Surface Description:.Rocky 
Atmosphere:.Hydrogen. Helium 
Notes: Ouida is a cold, dead planet. The atmosphere wdl 
not sustain life, making human existence here very tenuous. 
Workers are rumored to be paid four times the going rate to 
mine here. Much of Ouida remains unexplored. 

KALUM KOLL is ihe seven* planet from the sun 
Mean distance from the sun:. 1,056,137,000 km 
Diameter:. 2,700 km 
Rotation period (in Bodor timescale):. 29.50 days 
Main constituents:-Rocky, various frozen substances 
Atmosphere: —-..Liquid methane 
Notes: Frozen riches lie beneath the ice floes. Kalum Koll 
holds many secrets, some its own, others kept by the Corpo¬ 
rations. Rumors of a penal colony existing somewhere on its 
frozen wastes abound. 

MOONS 
R0D0RETTE 
Orbits Bodor, itself somewhat Earthlike. Its hospitable 
environments supports several colonies. 

REATHE 
Orbits Quiggin, but its forests are not as dense as on her 
mother planet, due to temperature variations. Life is abun- 

MEKITE 

Credits 
To whom 

may we credit 

the creation of 

the universe... 
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NOTES 

AFTER WARRANTY PERIOD: 
If your Sega CD requires repair after expiration of the 
90-day Limited Warranty Period, you may contact the 
Customer Service Department at the number listed 
below. You will be advised of the estimated cost of 
repair and receive detailed shipping instructions. 

PSY6N0SIS LIMITED 








